UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION


NotE

Major Research Project (Sciences, Engineering & Technology)
Mid-Term Evaluation Meetings

University Grants Commission will organize Mid-Term Evaluation Meeting for following ongoing proposals for Sciences, Engineering and Technology:

- Proposals sanctioned in the year 2013
- Absentee Principal Investigators for proposals sanctioned in the year 2012

Important instruction for Principal Investigators attending Mid-Term Evaluation Meeting-

1. It is mandatory that Principal Investigator only should attend the above Mid-term Review Expert Committee meeting.
2. You are requested to bring three copies of detailed progress of research work, detailed statement of expenditure forwarded, Utilisation Certificate, details of Project Fellow (Annexure-IX) and Mandate form. All documents should be in prescribed UGC format (as per XII plan MRP guidelines) forwarded through the Registrar/Principal only.
3. As per XII Plan guidelines of Major Research Project, if Principal Investigator fails to attend Mid-Term Review Meeting, the Commission may discontinue/ cancel the project in normal circumstances and entire amount will need to be refunded by the Principal Investigator to the UGC.

A General invitation letter for mid-term 2013 and absentee of 2012 may kindly be downloaded from the UGC website.

Subject wise schedule of meeting: 10.12.2014 to 31.12.2014 and 05.01.2015 to 13.01.2015

Venue of Meeting: University Grants Commission, Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-2

Timings: 10 AM to 5 PM

For queries please contact nidhiugc@gmail.com, mrpsr401@gmail.com

(DR.NIDHI SHARMA)
DEPUTY SECRETARY